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- Areas of the default-mode network were deactivated during processing of 
emotional faces 

- Levels of deactivation differed across emotions, with happy least deactivating 
- This deactivation was mirrored by fronto-parietal activation  
- Correlation analyses revealed different patterns of connectivity for emotion 

categories 

*Highlights
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Abstract 

The default-mode network (DMN) of the human brain has become a central topic of cognitive 

neuroscience research. Although alterations in its resting state activity and in its recruitment 

during tasks have been reported for several mental and neurodegenerative disorders, its role in 

emotion processing has received relatively little attention. We investigated brain responses to 

different categories of emotional faces with functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and 

found deactivation in ventromedial prefrontal cortex (VMPFC), posterior cingulate gyrus (PC) 

and cuneus. This deactivation was modulated by emotional category and was less prominent for 

happy than for sad faces. These deactivated areas along the midline conformed to areas of the 

DMN. We also observed emotion-dependent deactivation of the left middle frontal gyrus, which 

is not a classical component of the DMN. Conversely, several areas in a fronto-parietal network 

commonly linked with attention were differentially activated by emotion categories.  Functional 

connectivity patterns, as obtained by correlation of activation levels, also varied between 

emotions. VMPFC, PC or cuneus served as hubs between the DMN-type areas and the fronto-

*Manuscript
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parietal network. These data support recent suggestions that the DMN is not a unitary system but 

differentiates according to task and even type of stimulus. The emotion-specific differential 

pattern of DMN deactivation may be explored further in patients with mood disorder, where the 

quest for biological markers of emotional biases is still ongoing.  

 

Key words: emotion; connectivity; functional imaging study; precuneus; deactivation 

 

Abbreviations: DMN: Default mode network; fMRI: Functional magnetic resonance imaging; 

BOLD: Blood oxygenation level dependant; SAM: Self assessment manikins; EFT: Emotional 

face task; M: Group mean; SD: Standard deviation; RT: Reaction time; ROIs: Regions of 

interest; VMPFC: Ventro medial prefrontal cortex; PC: Posterior cingulate gyrus; LMFG: Left 

middle frontal gyrus; RIFG: Right inferior frontal gyrus; LIFG; Left inferior frontal gyrus; LIPL: 

Left inferior parietal lobe  
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Introduction 

The default-mode network (DMN) of the human brain, which is active during the resting 

state but is deactivated during task performance [5, 10, 11, 14, 15, 23, 24, 29] includes cortical 

midline structures such as VMPFC and PC, and areas in the lateral parietal cortex and superior 

temporal gyrus bilaterally [7, 11, 15, 24, 30]. The functional role of this intriguing activation 

pattern, with deactivation scaled with cognitive load [19], is still under investigation. Specific 

functions that have been suggested to be supported by the DMN include self-referential thought 

[3] and mind wandering [12]. Another matter of current investigation is whether the DMN is a 

unitary system or functionally specialised, both in terms of its activation and deactivation [22].  

There are three main ways of localising the DMN, through the deactivations observed during 

parametric manipulation of cognitive load, through the manipulation of self-relatedness or 

through data-driven analyses of resting state data [12].  

Dysfunction of the DMN has been implicated in several neuropsychiatric disorders [27], 

including schizophrenia [8, 20, 25, 26] and mood disorders [11], and in cognitive decline 

associated with dementia [10]. Although such altered connectivity patterns in the DMN in mood 

disorders [11] suggest a role of this system in emotion regulation [30], its responses to different 

categories of emotional stimuli have rarely been investigated [11]. The present study therefore 

assessed brain activity in response to different categories of emotional stimuli in healthy 

participants with a particular focus on connectivity patterns both within the DMN and between 

the DMN and other areas. The aim of the study was to contribute to the understanding of brain 

activity patterns of the processing of the different categorical emotions. Because we did not 

employ an independent functional localiser of the DMN in this study, we supplemented our 

whole-brain analysis with a region-of-interest analysis on DMN foci obtained from previous 

studies.   

Method 

Participants 

We recruited 15 healthy participants (10 females; 14 right handed) from an academic 

environment. Their age ranged from 20-37 with a mean age of 28 years. Additional 14 
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participants (nine females; 14 right handed) from similar academic environment were recruited 

who participated only in a behavioural control experiment. They were in the age range of 19-34 

with a mean age of 24 years. The study was approved by the ethics committee of the School of 

Psychology of Bangor University and participants gave written informed consent prior to 

participation. 

Exclusion criteria 

The usual exclusion criteria for research functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) 

scanning (e.g., claustrophobia, pregnancy, cardiac history, high blood pressure, ferromagnetic 

implants) applied. None of the participants had a history of psychiatric or neurological disorders.  

Materials 

We used 40 [5 emotions-angry, happy, sad, fearful, neutral x 8 individuals (4 male, 4 

female)] emotional faces (Ekman P, Friesen WV (1979): Pictures of Facial Affect. Palo Alto, CA: 

Consulting Psychologists). Participants rated their emotional responses evoked by these faces along 

the dimensions of valence and arousal with the Self Assessment Manikin (SAM) [2] before 

viewing them during fMRI scanning.  

Procedure 

a) Rating scales:  

We investigated participants’ induced arousal and valence using a computerised version 

of the SAM [2]. We showed faces of 8 persons for each of the 5 emotions that were to be rated 

on a nine point scale for arousal and valence respectively. Stimuli were controlled by the E prime 

software (Psychology software tools Inc, Sharpsburg, PA, USA).  

b) fMRI paradigm:  

Participants were scanned during an emotional faces task (EFT). Each participant 

underwent two runs of the EFT, consisted of 24 blocks of the 6 conditions (5 emotions and rest), 

each occurring 4 times. The order of blocks was randomized. Each emotion block started with a 

fixation cross for 500 ms, followed by a word denoting the emotion category (1500 ms) and eight 

faces. Each of the 8 faces appeared for 1500 ms, and a fixation cross was presented again for 500 

ms between face presentations and for 2 s at the end of the block. These block alternated with 20s 
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fixation (baseline) blocks. In each emotional block we randomly interspersed occasional non-

matching faces (a sad face in the neutral block and a neutral face within all other blocks), with a 

non-match appearing on average in every second block. Faces subtended a visual angle of 7° in 

width and 11° in height. Participants responded by pressing the left button for facial expressions 

that matched the cued emotion and the right button for those that did not. The assignment of 

hands to response was counterbalanced across participants.  

We presented stimuli on a video projector, back-projecting into the scanner room through 

a mirror, and controlled stimulus presentation from a Dell Latitude D610 laptop with the 

Presentation software (Neurobehavioral Systems, Inc., Albany, CA). Because of technical 

difficulties the behavioural responses from the EFT were not obtained from the scanning 

sessions, but from 14 additional participants outside the scanner.  

c) fMRI parameters  

We scanned participants on a Philips Gyroscan Intera 1.5 Tesla system with the following 

parameters: repetition time, 2000 ms; echo time, 40 ms; flip angle, 90°; matrix size, 64x64; field 

of view, 192mm x 192mm; pixel size, 3mm x 3mm; slice thickness 5mm; 20 slices. The 

functional time-series for EFT consisted of 260 volumes. We also acquired a high resolution 

(1mm x 1mm x 1mm) 3-dimensional T1 sequence for anatomical alignment.  

Data Analysis 

Rating scales  

We computed the descriptive statistics for the behavioural response on the SAM to 

document the group mean (M) and standard deviation (SD) for Arousal and Valence. 

Supplementary behavioural data: We compared the number of hits for non-match detection 

across emotions and reaction times (RTs) for the EFT behavioural data with a 1-way repeated 

measures ANOVA and t-tests and Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons.  

fMRI data 

fMRI data was pre-processed with the Brain Voyager QX software (Braininnovation, 

Maastricht, the Netherlands). The pre-processing procedures to remove the artefacts resulting 

from factors such as physiological noise included linear trend removal and temporal high pass 
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filtering (low cut off: 2 cycles per run). The anatomical and functional data was normalised into 

the Talairach coordinate system (resampling the functional data into 3x3x3mm3 voxels, and we 

spatially smoothed the functional data with a 4mm full width at half maximum Gaussian kernel 

to enable analysis across participants. We computed a General linear model for the experiment 

with 11 predictors including the five experimental conditions (5 emotion categories) and six 

motion confounds (translation along the three axes and angular movement through the three 

angles of a Cartesian coordinate system). The predictors for the experimental conditions were 

obtained by convolving the duration of each condition (from cue to end of last stimulus) with a 

2γ haemodynamic response function as implemented in BrainVoyager. We performed a random-

effects analysis with a repeated measures ANOVA. We report areas with a significant main-

effect for category (cluster threshold corrected = 297mm³; p<.01, using the cluster threshold 

plugin of Brainvoyager, which estimates cluster level thresholds for a given p-value with a 

Monte Carlo simulation). The beta-values for the thus-identified regions of interest (ROIs) were 

extracted for further statistical analysis with Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) 

(SPSS Inc., Chicago, Illinois). We compared the extracted beta values from ROIs for the five 

emotions using t-tests and Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons.  

In this study we defined the DMN based on task-related deactivations, which is one of the 

standard procedures [12, 24]. However, to confirm that the emotion-specific deactivation patterns 

were actually observed in independently localised canonical DMN regions we defined regions of 

interest (ROIs) based on published studies that defined the DMN by other means (self-referential 

thought [6], independent components analysis of resting state data [23]) and computed the same 

contrasts as above for the mean beta values from these ROIs (Fig.1).  

Correlation Analysis  

To analyse the relationship between the ROIs, which showed a significant main-effect for 

emotion, a correlation analysis (Pearson) was conducted on the beta-values extracted from these 

ROIs. The ROIs were graphically mapped on the basis of the significant correlation outcome. We 

used this graphical representation of the resultant significant correlations to identify the emotion 
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specific networks between the ROIs. This networking represents the functional-connectivity 

between the ROIs in this study. 

Results 

SAM: 

The rating data (Table 1) confirmed that the facial expression induced the expected 

emotional states in participants. Positive values denote higher arousal and more positive valence. 

EFT results 

Imaging: 

A significant effect for category was found in bilateral ventromedial prefrontal cortex 

(VMPFC), posterior cingulate gyrus (PC), cuneus, right inferior frontal gyrus (RIFG), left 

inferior frontal gyrus (LIFG), left middle frontal gyrus (LMFG) and left inferior parietal lobe 

(LIPL). This main-effect for category was driven mainly by the differences between happy and 

other conditions (table 2, fig. 1). The follow-up contrast to this main-effect of emotion showed 

that deactivation for happy faces was smaller compared to anger and/or sad in the VMPFC, PC, 

Cuneus and LMFG and lower activation in the RIFG, LIFG and LIPL.  

Correlation analysis to assess functional connectivity:  

The different connectivity patterns for each emotion are documented in Figure 2. The 

most common network across emotions was the medial-network consisting of VMPFC, PC and 

cuneus, except for the fear condition, where PC was not found in the medial-network. Instead, 

the network for the fear condition included the LMFG, another deactivated area (Fig. 1).  

For anger, we additionally found a triangular connectivity between LIPL, LIFG and 

RIFG, which were all activated compared to baseline (Fig. 1).  

Neutral faces elicited a more complex network. Again, we observed the medial-network 

including VMPFC, PC and cuneus. However, cuneus activity was correlated with LMFG, which 

in turn formed another network with LIPL, LIFG and RIFG.  

The functional-network for the happy faces had an even more complex structure. The PC, 

LMFG and LIPL were three main hubs, which connected between themselves and other sub-

networks. The medial-network was preserved with VMPFC, cuneus and PC but also included 
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LMFG. Another sub-network connected with the PC included LIFG and LIPL. The LIFG and 

LIPL were also connected to RIFG forming another triangular sub-network.  

Supplementary behavioral data 

The repeated measures analysis of variance (1-factorial) revealed no significant 

difference between the numbers of hits (Table 1) in response to each emotion. However, there 

was significant difference between the RTs (Table 1) for the different categories, F (4, 52) 

=19.05, p=.001. The follow up contrasts revealed that the RT for happy faces was significantly 

faster than for all other categories (happy vs neutral, p<.001; sad & angry, p=.001; fear, p<.05; 

bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons). The SAM data from the original healthy group 

was compared to the supplementary behavioural data to assess the similarity of the groups. The 

analysis of variance revealed no significant difference between the groups.  

Cross study ROI comparison 

The coordinates of the references ROIs from the two published DMN studies (VMPFC 

(7, 54, 6) [6]; cuneus (-3, -49, 22) [23]) were included in the activated clusters from this study 

and the cluster centers were in close proximity (Table 2).  The significant contrasts [VMPFC 

(happy-sad, fear); cuneus (sad-happy, angry, fear)] on the beta values from these ROIs replicated 

those obtained by the whole-brain analysis (Fig. 1). 

 

Discussion 

 This study investigated the brain activations and deactivations in response to emotional 

faces from different categories. We report deactivation of VMPFC, PC, cuneus, LMFG and 

activation of LIFG, RIFG, and LIPL across emotions, but also important differences between 

different emotion categories in these areas.  

 The deactivations closely resembled the DMN reported by previous studies, which 

prominently included VMPFC, PC and cuneus [3, 10, 15, 17]. However, the middle frontal gyrus 

is not normally part of the DMN, and its deactivation in the present task may be related to the 

specific emotional nature of stimuli.  The cross study ROI comparison confirmed the ROIs 

identified in this study to be part of the DMN. The study by Mayberg [6] identified VMPFC 
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activity during self-referential thoughts that was in close proximity to the VMPFC coordinates of 

our study. Similarly the resting state study by Rotarska-Jagiela [23] identified the cuneus with 

similar coordinates to our study. Importantly, differences between emotion categories for these 

independently localized DMN areas replicated our results from the whole-brain analysis (Fig.1). 

No previous studies reported DMN deactivation during emotional categorisation in a healthy 

group. However, significant negative BOLD responses were found in the perigenual anterior 

cingulate cortex, VMPFC and dorsal PC in both depressed and healthy individuals during an 

emotional task in which they had to judge whether the picture was positive or negative [11].  

Deactivation of classical DMN areas during emotion perception might seem 

counterintuitive. Models of emotion processing posit a strong self-referential component [15], 

and thus the DMN, if it is indeed involved in self-referential thought, should have been activated 

rather than deactivated. However, patterns of deactivation in fMRI are always computed in 

comparison with a baseline, which contains uncontrollable mental activity that may very well 

include self-referential thoughts as well. The differential pattern of deactivation is therefore more 

interesting. One previous study demonstrated a negative correlation between measures of 

emotions and induced activity during rest within regions of the DMN, including the 

VMPFC [30]. 

In our study the DMN was least deactivated for the happy condition. Because hit rates did 

not differ across conditions we do not believe that this is merely an effect of a lower cognitive 

load in that condition. However, this reduced deactivation may indicate a more automatic mode 

of processing of happy faces in healthy individuals (16). If DMN deactivation is an indicator of 

effortful task processing [21, 30], this might indicate that happy faces are least disruptive of 

ongoing mental activity and demand the least attention. This interpretation would be supported 

by the differences in reaction times (responses for mismatch detection were fastest for happy 

faces). The mirrored pattern of activation (lowest for happy) in fronto-parietal areas that form 

part of the attention network would also support such an account. However, the present design 

could not disentangle the causes and consequences of DMN deactivation.  
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The second main network identified by the analysis comprised RIFG, LIFG and LIPL. 

These areas are part of the fronto-parietal attention networks [4, 23] and their activation may be 

related to the attention demands of the concurrent mismatch detection task. The inferior frontal 

gyrus is centrally involved in the “bottom-up” attention network for detection of changes in the 

environment [1, 4, 9, 18].  

Although the function of the DMN has so far remained elusive, its coordinated (albeit 

often anticorrelated) activity with the fronto-parietal “task-positive” network seems to be 

important for normal brain function and can be disrupted in mental illness and with related 

symptoms [8, 13, 26, 27, 28]. Hubs for this coordination are of particular interest, and in our 

study were located in the VMPFC, PC, or cuneus for different emotion categories.  

Conclusion 

This study reports deactivation of the DMN during the processing of emotional faces, and 

differential deactivation levels and functional-connectivity patterns across emotional categories. 

We found the least deactivation for happy faces, which we interpret as indicating a more 

automatic response mode to positive stimuli, and the strongest deactivation for negative 

categories, which may indicate their higher evolutionary saliency. We propose that emotion-

specific connectivity patterns of the DMN may be considered as potential future markers of 

mood states. 
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Figure Legends: 

 

Figure 1: Upper panel: Brain areas with a main effect of stimulus category (deactivations): 

VMPFC, PC, Cuneus and LMFG; Lower panel: Brain areas with a main effect of stimulus 

category (Activations): RIFG, LIFG and LIPL. De/activations corrected for cluster 

threshold=297mm3, p<.01. * represents the significant difference between de/activations for 

different emotions, p<.01, **p<.05, Bonferroni corrected, (1) = Beta values extracted from 

whole-brain analysis, (2) = Beta values extracted from ROI analysis 

 

 

Figure 2: Emotion specific neural connectivity based on the correlation analysis. The arrows 

indicate the identified relation between the ROIs. Each relation is specified with Pearson’s r and 

uncorrected p values. 
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Tables 

 

Table 1: Hit rate, mean RT from EFT behavioural response, mean and standard deviation on 

SAM ratings for arousal and valence from the supplementary behavioral data 

 Happy Neutral Sad Angry Fearful 

Hit rate 71 81 72 77 68 

Mean RT (ms)** 584 731 831 777 696 

Arousal M(SD) 0.58(1.41) -2.51(1.38) -0.93(1.4) 0.49(1.24) 1(1.47) 

Valence M(SD) 2.54(0.66) -0.14(0.44) -1.69(0.71) -1.04(1.19) -1.09(1.27) 

*M(SD)=Mean(Standard deviation) **ms=millisecond. 

 

 
Table 2: Areas showing a main effect of stimulus category. 

Region Of Interest No. of Voxels* X Y Z Significant Contrasts** 

VMPFC 1913 1 56 9 Happy-Neutral, Happy-Sad, Happy-Fear 

PC 318 0 -32 39 Happy-Anger 

Cuneus 3582 -3 -52 16 Sad-Happy, Fear 

LMFG 313 -28 24 40 Sad- Happy, Neutral, Anger, Fear 

 RIFG 1710 46 27 22 Happy-Neutral, Sad, Fear 

LIFG 492 -50 17 23 Happy-Neutral, Fear 

LIPL 514 -46 -39 40 Neutral-Happy, Fear 

*Corrected for cluster threshold=297mm³; **Bonferroni corrected, p<.01  
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Figure 2
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